
Reading students’ questions 8b 

1. Martin luther king jr. Facts    

Questions  

1 What was martin luther fighting four?   

2 how and when died Martin Luther?   

3 He got a Big Price which prize?   

4 What happened in 1955?   

5 When was martin luther born?   

Difficult words  

Inhabitants= invånare  

Nonviolent= icke våldsam  

Unlawful= olaglig  

Prohibiting= förbjuder  

Surveillance= övervakning   

Ascertained= fastställas   

Whether= om  

2. Eating disorders  

How many percent of all women have some kind of eating disorder?  

What's the difference between Anorexia and Bulimia?  

Both binge eaters and bulimics eat large amounts of food, but what are the differences?  

What seems to be the reason and what reasons are there of having a eating disorder?  

How can you get help if you are having a eating disorder?  

Wordlist:  

addition - tillägg  

frequent - frekvent/vanligt  



disorted - störd  

compulsive - tvångsmässig  

compensate - kompensera  

laxatives  - laxermedel  

3. The importance of a healthy lifestyle 

Questions:   

1. How much should you move every day to keep a healthy lifestyle?  

2. What is the chemical you brain release when you exercise called?  

3. What kind of exercise can you do if you don´t like sports?  

4. What can you do if you want to live a fit and healthy lifestyle?  

5. What is necessary when it comes to making your heart stronger?  

Difficult/ important words:  

endorphins - endorfiner (hormoner)  

exhilarated – uppiggad  

rake – kratta  

martial arts – kampsporter  

tug-of-war – dragkamp  

boost - öka   

self-confidence - självförtroende  

release – avge, släppa  

anxiety – oro  

brisky – raskt  

steep – brant  

 

 



4. Save the rainforest   

1. Where can we find rainforest ? 

2. What type of climate is the rainforest per day? Does it change?  

3. Why is rainforest inportant for us and the earth? how does it effeck the world?  

4. Why are't we just planting trees and cuting them down instead of cuting trees from 

rainforest?  

5 when did we human find rainforest ? 

 

5. Questions – the road not taken  

Why do you think that the speaker chose the "less traveled road" ?  

What do you think the two roads represents for the speaker?  

How does the phrase "long I stood" characterize the speaker´s deliberation when choosing  

 between the two roads?  

Would you have chosen the "less traveled road" or the other one? Why?  

What personal choices does this poem remind you of ?  

6. Love songs 

Questions   

1. Is this a sad or happy song?  

2. What's the message of the first song?  

3. How does she describe her feelings?   

4. Have you ever felt the way the singer describes?  

5. What does the singer mean with ''Bring back my heart''?  

6. How does she describe the way some people find "that something" in the song?  

Difficult words:  

* Amongst - bland  



* Cherish - vårda  

* Undefined - odefinierad  

* Strangest - märkligast  

* Solitary - enslig  

* Deny - förneka  

* Spell - förtrollning  

* Shiver - darrning/rysning  

 

7. President Barack Obama - Questions  

1 When did Barack Obama become a president?  

2 Where did Obama study (school, college and university)?  

3 What other jobs did Obama have?  

Words  

Elected   

Democrat  

Maternal   

Prestigious  

Inauuguration  

 

8. Dian Fossey was a leading authority on the study of endangered mountain gorillas in 

the forrest of Rwanda.  

Questions   

* How did Dian spend her money?    

* What were the consequences for her book released?   

* What did she learn about the gorillas?   

* Why do you think she want to study gorillas?   



 

Embark-  gå ombord, inspektera   

Adapted-  anpassat   

Vocalizations-  läten  

Efforts to conserve-  ansträningingr för att bevara   

Degree- grad  

Occupational-  yrkesmässigt   

Endangered- hotad  

Belching- rapningar  

Elicit- framkalla  

Merely- endast  

 

9. The media is all around us 

Difficut Words:  

Furthermore - dessutom  

Goverment - regering  

Celebreties-kändisar  

Retierd -  pensionerad  

Divorced - skiljd  

Ordinary.  - vanligt  

1. Doese magazines  Tell us about peapole   

2. What information is not Always true   

3. Wich sites does girls often get discriminated on    

4. Does media make uninportant things special sometimes.  

 



 

10. Questions  -Global warming 

1. What do you think is effect the global warming most, meat production, deforestation or the 

use of fossil fuel? Explain why you think like you do.  

2. What does Global warming so dangerous for us and the nature.  

3. What is Co2. What produces it?  

4. What can we do to improve the atmosphere? Give several examples.  

 

11. Difficult words "Green Cars"  

Vapour - Ånga  

Starch - Stärkelse  

Pollution - Förorening  

Ferment - Förbränna/jäsa  

Starvation - svält  

Questions:   

What problems do some people find with the production of ethanol?  

What does the text say is better about the production of ethanol?  

Why do the hydrogen cars stand out from the others?  

How do solar cars work?  

Who and what is affected by the pollution some cars let out?  

Which car do you think the writer of the text likes best?  

Which car do you like best?  

 

12. How to make a change The importance of looking good  

Difficult words  

Superior - överlägset  



Slender – smal  

Hazardous – riskfylld  

Neatly – prydligt  

Melancholy – tungsinhet  

Physical appearance – utseende  

Intimidate - skrämma  

Occasionally - då och då  

Manner - sätt  

Pressure - tryck  

Questions  

1. What does the famous English saying "Do not judge a book by its cover" mean?  

2. What type of person does media present as a "normal" person?  

3. Give some examples on what problems this can lead to for young people?  

4. How does the text describe our society?  

5. Can you relate to the text?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


